We are given a set of objects, each characterized by a weight and a fragility, and a large number of uncapacitated bins. Our aim is to find the minimum number of bins needed to pack all objects, in such a way that in each bin the sum of the object weights is less than or equal to the smallest fragility of an object in the bin. The problem is known in the literature as the Bin Packing Problem with Fragile Objects, and appears in the telecommunication field, when one has to assign cellular calls to available channels by ensuring that the total noise in a channel does not exceed the noise acceptance limit of a call.
Introduction
In the Bin Packing Problem with Fragile Objects (BPPFO), we are given a set N = {1, 2, . . . , n} of objects and m bins. Each object j is characterized by a weight w j and a fragility f j (j ∈ N), whereas the bins are uncapacitated. The BPPFO is to pack all objects in the minimum number of bins, guaranteeing that in each bin the sum of the object weights does not exceed the smallest fragility of an object. Stated more formally, let us define S(i) the set of objects assigned to a bin i (i = 1, 2, . .
. , m).
A solution to the BPPFO is feasible if each object is assigned exactly to one bin, and for any bin i  j∈S (i) w j ≤ min j∈S (i) {f j } (1) holds. In the following without loss of generality we suppose that w j ≤ f j , for j ∈ N, and that m is large enough to guarantee that a feasible solution exists (e.g., m = n is always enough). We also suppose that objects are sorted according to f j ≤ f j+1 j = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
(2)
A simple example with 6 objects is depicted in Fig. 1(a) : object 1 has weight 2 and fragility 5, object 2 has weight 5 and fragility 6, and so on. An optimal solution using 4 bins is shown in Fig. 1 (c) (disregard for the moment Fig. 1(b) ). a b c The BPPFO is important in telecommunications, where it models the allocation of cellular calls to frequency channels. In Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems, a network is divided into cells, and each cell is equipped with an antenna having a limited number of frequency channels. Any time a user makes a call, the CDMA system assigns the call to a frequency channel.
Each call is characterized by a certain noise that it produces, and by a certain tolerance with respect to the total noise in the channel. These parameters have to be taken into account when performing the assignment. Indeed many calls may be assigned to the same channel, because the bandwidth capacity of a channel is much larger than the bandwidth requirement of any call, but such assignments may produce interferences among calls sharing the same channel because the sum of the noises may be too high to guarantee a good communication. For such a reason, it is required that the total noise in a frequency channel does not exceed the tolerance of any call assigned to the channel.
In the seminal paper by Bansal et al. [1] the problem of assigning calls in a CDMA system is modeled as a BPPFO by associating frequency channels to bins, and cellular calls to objects having weights equal to the call noises and fragilities equal to the call tolerances. By solving the BPPFO one determines a feasible assignment of the cellular calls to the minimum number of frequency channels.
The BPPFO is a difficult problem. Consider indeed the Bin Packing Problem (BPP): we are given n objects of weight w j (j ∈ N) and a large number of bins of capacity C , with the aim of packing the objects in the minimum number of bins, and ensuring that the sum of the objects' weights does not exceed the bin capacity in any bin. One can see that the BPP is a particular BPPFO where f j = C for all j ∈ N. Since the BPP is strongly N P -hard, the same holds for the BPPFO. It is worth mentioning that the BPPFO is also very difficult in practice: there are benchmark instances with just 50 objects that are unsolved to proven optimality, see Clautiaux et al. [2] . Note that there is a huge literature on the BPP that we do not survey in this work. The interested reader is referred to, e.g., Valério de Carvalho et al. [3] , Clautiaux et al. [4] and Coffman et al. [5] . We just mention the fact that the best performing algorithms for the BPP are based on branch-and-price, see, e.g., Alves and Valério de Carvalho [6] and Vanderbeck [7] , and this is indeed the main technique that we use in this work to tackle the BPPFO.
The aim of this paper is indeed to present exact algorithms for the BPPFO. In particular we make use of new and existing lower and upper bounding techniques and embed them into ad hoc enumeration schemes. We produce several branch-andprice algorithms that improve in a consistent way the number of proven optimal solutions for a benchmark set of instances. During the process we also develop efficient algorithms for the knapsack problem with fragile objects, that is the slave problem to be solved when doing column generation for the BPPFO.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. To have a self-contained paper, in Section 2 we survey the main results by the literature. In Section 3 we address the problem of solving the knapsack problem with fragile objects, a subproblem that naturally arises when addressing the BPPFO through column generation. In Section 4 we embed the techniques developed in the previous section into branch-and-price algorithms that make use of binary branching schemes. In Section 5 we present two algorithms, a combinatorial branch-and-bound and a branch-and-price, that make use of a non-binary branching rule. Extensive computational results are given in Section 6 and conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
Prior work on the problem
Chan et al. [8] studied an on-line version of the BPPFO in which information on an object is available only after the previous object has been allocated to a bin. They solved the problem through approximation schemes and presented a simple lower bound obtained by computing
L 1 can be quickly computed in O(n), but is usually bad in practice. A better bound, called L 2 , was proposed by Bansal et al. [9] , and is based on the solution of the following combinatorial problem:
the Fractional Bin Packing Problem with Fragile Objects (FBPPFO) is the relaxation of the BPPFO in which an object is allowed to split up arbitrarily into several pieces, and these pieces can be packed into different bins. Each piece takes the fragility of the object from which it is cut.
Recall that objects are sorted by non-decreasing fragilities, i.e., according to (2) . Bansal et al. [9] prove that the FBPPFO can be solved exactly through the following polynomial algorithm: open a first bin of capacity f 1 and pack object 1 in it; for any successive object j, if j fits in the current bin then pack j in it, otherwise pack in the current bin only the fraction of j that fits, open a new bin of capacity f j and pack the residual fraction of j in the new bin. In the following we will call L 2 both this algorithm and the value it outputs. The pseudo-code of L 2 is given in Algorithm 1.
input : n objects sorted by non-decreasing fragility
Algorithm 1: Computation of the optimal solution of the FBPPFO with lower bound L 2 . Fig. 1(b) reports the application of L 2 to the example shown in Fig. 1(a) . The algorithm runs in O(n) time once the objects are sorted accordingly to (2) . It dominates L 1 and is quite effective in practice.
For what concerns mathematical models, Clautiaux et al. [2] modeled the BPPFO as an integer linear program (ILP) by using a binary variable y i taking value 1 if object i is the object with smallest fragility in the bin in which it is packed, 0 otherwise (i ∈ N), and another binary variable x ji taking value 1 if object j is assigned to the bin having object i as object with smallest fragility, 0 otherwise (i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n). The resulting ILP is:
The objective function (4) imposes the minimization of the number of bins. Constraints (5) require each object to be packed exactly once, constraints (6) model the fragility restriction and constraints (7) make the model linear relaxation tighter. Clautiaux et al. [2] also proposed an ILP based on the classical set covering formulation for the BPP. They define a pattern, say p, as a set of objects that satisfies Eq. (1), and P as the set of all patterns. To describe a pattern p they use a vector (a 1p , a 2p , . . . , a np ), where a jp takes value 1 if object j is in the pattern, 0 otherwise, for p ∈ P. Then they introduce a binary variable z p taking value 1 if pattern p is used, 0 otherwise, for p ∈ P, and model the BPPFO as:
The objective function (10) requires the minimization of the number of bins, and constraints (11) impose that each object j is packed in at least one bin.
The size of P is exponential in the number of objects, so even solving the linear relaxation of (10)- (12) is difficult. Clautiaux et al. [2] tackled this problem by means of a column generation algorithm: they relaxed constraints (12) to linearity and initialized the model with a subset of patterns, then they iteratively added patterns with negative reduced cost, if any, until an optimal (linear) solution was found. The slave problem that needs to be solved to determine if a negative cost pattern exists is a particular knapsack, that was solved with an ILP model (see Section 3.1 below). The model was enriched with dual cuts, see also Valério de Carvalho [10] and Clautiaux et al. [11] . Note that no branching scheme was used to attempt to find an integer solution.
In terms of upper bounds, Bansal et al. [1] presented a 2-approximation greedy heuristic. Clautiaux et al. [2] proposed a large set of greedy heuristics and a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) that obtained good results on the benchmark set of instances.
Summarizing the results in the literature, the only exact algorithm is the one based on the solution of the ILP model (4)- (9) . In this paper we intend to miss this gap by developing new exact algorithms, using the most successful techniques from the literature and proposing new ones.
Solution of the knapsack problem with fragile objects
We define two combinatorial problems:
• in the well-known 0-1 Knapsack Problem (KP01), n objects with profit p j and weight w j (j ∈ N) have to be packed into a single bin of capacity C , with the aim of determining a subset of objects whose total profit is largest and whose total weight does not exceed C ;
• in the 0-1 Knapsack Problem with Fragile Objects (KP01FO), n objects with profit p j , weight w j and fragility f j (j ∈ N) have to be packed into a single uncapacitated bin, with the aim of determining a subset of objects whose total profit is largest and whose total weight does not exceed the fragility of any object in the bin (according to (1) ).
The KP01 is the slave problem that appears in the classical column generation algorithm for the BPP. The KP01FO appears instead in the column generation for the BPPFO (as will be discussed in detail in Section 4). Before introducing our branchand-price algorithms, we describe here three algorithms to exactly solve the KP01FO.
An ILP model
The KP01FO can be modeled (see Clautiaux et al. [2] ) as an ILP by defining a binary variable β j taking value 1 if object j is the object with the smallest fragility in the bin, 0 otherwise, and a binary variable α j taking value 1 if object j is packed in the bin but is not the object with smallest fragility, 0 otherwise, for j ∈ N. The KP01FO is then:
Constraints (14) impose the existence of just one object with smallest fragility inside the bin, constraints (15) model the fragility restriction, and constraints (16) force the relation between the two families of variables (recall that objects are sorted according to (2)).
A KP01-based approach
Let us call ''witness'' the object having smallest fragility in the bin, i.e., the object j with β j = 1 in the optimal solution of the ILP model (13)-(18). Each object in a KP01FO instance is indeed a candidate to be the witness. We may attempt one at a time all objects to be the witness, evaluate the total profit for each such attempt and then keep the best total profit as the optimal solution to the original KP01FO instance.
The total profit obtainable when a given object j is the witness may be computed by solving a KP01 instance in which the bin capacity is fixed to f j , object j is forced in the bin and objects whose fragility is smaller than f j are removed from the instance. In practice, we solve a KP01 instance with C = f j − w j and objects set {j + 1, j + 2, . . . , n}, and then add profit p j to the solution value obtained.
Our algorithm, denoted KP01-based in the following, performs n attempts starting with object 1, then object 2, and so on. At each attempt j, it solves the KP01 instance just defined and uses the resulting solution to possibly improve the best KP01FO solution obtained so far. Some simple techniques are used to speed up the process. Namely, at a given attempt j:
• we further reduce the current set of objects by removing all objects k having w k > f j − w j ; • let us denote z the best solution obtained in the attempts already evaluated. Before invoking the exact KP01 algorithm we compute an upper bound, say u, on the KP01 solution, and if u ≤ z then we skip the attempt.
In our implementation the value of u was computed with the upper bound procedure U 2 by Martello and Toth [12] , and the KP01 was solved with the routine combo by Martello et al. [13] (available at http://www.diku.dk/~pisinger/codes.html).
Dynamic programming
It is well known that the KP01 can be solved through a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm that uses a status ψ(j, c) to store the optimal solution of a sub-instance given by the first j objects and a bin of capacity c. The optimal KP01 solution is
given by the status ψ(n, C ), computed through the recursion:
with the initialization ψ(0, c) = 0 for c = 0, . . . , C . This recursion performs one phase for each object, and for each phase considers all the possible bin sizes, so the overall computational complexity is O(nC ).
The KP01FO can be solved through DP by using the method of Section 3.2, that consists of solving at most n KP01. For each object j selected as the witness, we solve the corresponding KP01 setting the bin capacity to f j − w j and reducing the subset of objects accordingly. The KP01 solution of maximum value is the optimal KP01FO solution. Thus the method has an overall time complexity O(n
A more efficient method can be obtained sorting the objects by non-increasing fragility. In this case a unique execution of the DP algorithm solves the KP01FO in O(nf max ), as stated by the following:
Proposition 1. Let the objects of a KP01FO instance be sorted by non-increasing fragility and apply recursion (19).
The optimal solution of KP01FO is given by the state
Proof. We first observe that any state ψ(j, c) with c < f j is dominated by ψ(j, f j ). The states ψ(j, c) with c > f j are not admissible for the KP01FO if object j is chosen. If instead j is not chosen, then ψ(j, c) is dominated by ψ(j − 1, c). It follows that the only state of phase j to be considered for the optimal solution of KP01FO is the one with c = f j .
To complete the proof it is enough to show that a non-admissible state of phase j cannot be used to generate admissible states in the next phases. The recursion (19) uses ψ(j, c) to generate states with bin size not smaller than c. Since the objects are ordered so that f j ≥ f j+1 , a state of phase j + 1 generated by ψ(j, c) is always not admissible if object j + 1 is selected. If otherwise j + 1 is not selected the state of phase j + 1 is dominated by ψ(j, c), which concludes the proof.
A direct consequence of Proposition 1 is that we can avoid generating the states ψ(j, c) with c > f j and the states ψ(k, f j ) with k > j, thus accelerating the computation of the optimal solution.
Binary branching schemes
In this section we present two Branch-and-Price (B&P) algorithms for the solution of the set covering formulation (10)- (12) of Section 2. Since the formulation has an exponentially large number of columns, the classical column generation approach, originally described for the BPP by Gilmore and Gomory [14, 15] , is used. The algorithms we propose solve at each node of an enumeration tree the continuous relaxation of the formulation through column generation by iteratively invoking the algorithms of Section 3, then possibly perform branching to obtain an integer solution.
In more detail, we solve the continuous relaxation of (10)- (12) obtained by substituting (12) with z p ≥ 0 for all p ∈ P. We initialize the model with a subset of patterns. The resulting problem is called the restricted master. Then we associate dual variables π j to constraints (11) , and solve a KP01FO with objects profits π j and weights w j . This is called the slave problem.
If the value of the solution of the slave is larger than 1, then the set of objects in the solution corresponds to a pattern of the set covering formulation having a negative reduced cost. In this case the pattern (i.e., the column) is added to the restricted master and the process is reiterated. Otherwise, the optimal solution of the continuous relaxation has been found and a valid lower bound has been obtained. Note that we can obtain a valid lower bound also during the iterations of the column generation, and not only at the end. Let us denote by z lp the current solution value of the master and by z kp the current solution value of the slave, then a valid lower bound is
This procedure is applied at each node of an enumeration tree. If the produced lower bound is not smaller than that of the incumbent solution, then the node is fathomed, otherwise branching is performed. The algorithms described in this section perform a binary branching by selecting a fractional component of the current continuous relaxation, if any, and setting it first to 1 and then to 0. The tree created by the adopted branching rule is explored in depth first fashion. Each node of the tree ''inherits'' from its parent node the columns of the restricted master and the branching constraints.
Branching is a very critical point in B&P algorithms, because the additional branching constraint must be taken into consideration both in the restricted master (usually by removing columns) and in the slave (that must not recreate columns that have just been removed). There are some branching schemes that do not modify the structure of the slave problem, as the one presented in Vanderbeck [7] . However, this is not the case for the binary schemes presented here, that typically affect the slave problem and may have a strong computational impact. In the remainder of the section we present two binary branching schemes and several algorithms for solving the resulting slave problems.
Branching scheme 1
The first branching scheme we implemented (B&P-1) is based upon the idea of branching on patterns having a fractional value. Suppose a fractional solution z * p , p ∈ P, is found at a given node. We select the pattern, say q, for which the value of z * q is closest to 0.5, and branch first to 1 and then to 0. We define by
the set of objects included in pattern q, q ∈ P.
When branching to z q = 1, we simply remove from the instance all objects in Q . In the column generation phase, the slave problem is still a pure KP01FO, but with a reduced subset of objects, hence can be solved with any algorithm of Section 3.
When branching to z q = 0, to generate new valid columns we need to include in the slave problem a constraint imposing that not all the objects contained in Q are inserted together in a newly generated pattern. This changes the nature of the subproblem, which becomes strongly N P -hard and cannot be solved with either the KP01-based approach or the DP algorithm (both having pseudo-polynomial complexity). To see that the new problem is strongly N P -hard we restrict the attention to the KP01, instead of the more general KP01FO. Suppose that all sets Q corresponding to the added branching constraints contain exactly two objects. These pairs of objects are in conflict, one with the other, and cannot be packed together in a bin. The resulting problem is known as the knapsack problem with conflicts, see, e.g., Fernandes Muritiba et al. [16] , and was proved to be strongly N P -hard in Pferschy and Schauer [17] .
In our approach we solve the resulting KP01FO through the ILP of Section 3.1, and model the new restriction by adding the constraint
The number of branches to 0 can be quite high, and for each of them we need to add a constraint (21). Thus the resulting ILP model may be quite large at nodes that are deep in the tree. Summarizing, we can solve the slave with any algorithm as long as we branch to z q = 1, but we need to use the ILP at all nodes derived from a branching to z q = 0.
Branching scheme 2
The second branching scheme we implemented (B&P-2) is based on the variables y j and x ji introduced in model (4)- (9) of Section 2. Recall the witness object is the object having the smallest fragility in the bin. We define: P(j) = {set of patterns in which object j is the witness}, for j ∈ N. Once we have the current continuous solution z * p to (10)- (12), we compute the values of the variables y * j and x * ji using:
If all y * j and x * ji variables take an integer value, then we found a feasible solution to the instance, hence, after possibly improving the incumbent solution, we fathom the node. If instead some y * j values are fractional, then we take the y * j having the closest value to 1/2, and create two branches that are equivalent to set y * j first to 1 and then to 0. 
composite object composite object composite object
We note that in this enumeration tree it is possible to find a node in which y * j > 1 for a certain object j. Suppose for example that n = 4 and the current set of patterns contain patterns (1, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 1, 1) . Then the optimal solution to (10)- (12) consists of selecting each pattern with value 1/2, hence obtaining y * 1 = 3/2. In this case branching to y * 1 = 1 would produce no effect and the algorithm would enter a loop. To overcome this issue we replaced ''≥'' with ''='' in (11), i.e., we work with a set partitioning formulation instead of a set covering one. Note that this typically increases the number of columns to be generated, since one cannot restrict the computation to maximal patterns but must also consider all proper subsets. However, as shown in Section 6, the number of columns remained reasonable in our computational experiments.
When branching to y j = 1, we remove from (10)- (12) all columns containing object j together with one or more objects of smaller fragility. Note indeed that y j = 1 implies x ji = 0 for all i because of (5). The columns that have been removed from the master also need to be excluded from the solutions of the slave problem. This is achieved as follows:
1. when using the ILP model of Section 3.1, we add the constraint α j = 0 to (13)- (18); hence j is allowed to enter the knapsack only as the witness; 2. when using the KP01-based approach of Section 3.2, we remove j from all calls to KP01 having as witness an object i with index i < j. This implies that we are not generating any column leading to x ji = 1. The calls to KP01 having witness i with i ≥ j are performed as usual. We call the resulting algorithm KP01-based-y1; 3. when using the DP of Section 3.3, we set ψ(j, c) = ψ(j − 1, c) in Eq. (19) whenever c < f j . At the end of the DP process, if the optimal solution corresponds to the state ψ(j, f j ), then it contains object j as the witness (note indeed that ψ(j, f j ) is dominated by ψ(j − 1, f j−1 ) if object j is not selected). If instead the optimal solution corresponds to other states, then it does not contain object j because of the modification induced in (19). It follows that j can be used, but only as the witness.
The resulting algorithm, that we call DP-y1, has the same complexity of DP.
When branching to y j = 0, we remove from (10)-(12) all columns p ∈ P(j). To exclude these columns from the solutions of the slave problem, we operate as follows:
1. when using the ILP model, we add the constraint β j = 0;
2. when using the KP01-based approach, we remove the call to the KP01 having j as witness object. All other calls are performed as usual (note that j can still appear in columns having an object i of smaller fragility as witness, and that would lead to x ji = 1). We call the resulting algorithm KP01-based-y0;
3. when using the DP, we need to exclude the states having j as object of smallest fragility from the list of states that are candidate to be the optimal solution. This is achieved by removing index j from the max computation in Eq. (20). The resulting algorithm, that we call DP-y0, has the same complexity of DP.
If no variable y * j having a fractional value exists, then we consider the variable x * ji having the closest value to 1/2, if any, and create two branches that are equivalent to set x * ji first to 1 and then to 0.
When branching to x ji = 1, we remove from (10)-(12) all columns in P(i) not containing object j, and all columns in P(j). We then modify the current set of objects by creating a new composite object, say k, having weight w k = w i + w j , fragility f k = f i and profit p k = p i + p j . We then replace in the current set of objects j and i with k. The resulting slave problem is a pure KP01FO on a reduced set of objects, hence can be solved with any algorithm of Section 3.
When branching to x ji = 0, we remove from (10)-(12) all columns in P(i) that contain object j. To exclude these columns from the solutions of the slave problem, we use the following ideas:
1. when using the ILP model, we add the constraint α j + β i ≤ 1; 2. when using the KP01-based approach, when performing the attempt in which object i is selected as the witness, we remove object j from the set of objects in the KP01 instance. All other attempts are performed as usual (hence j can still appear in a column, but not in one having i as witness). We call the resulting algorithm KP01-based-x0.
Note that we cannot use the DP after a branch to x ji = 0, because, when computing the states associated to i we would need to know what was done in the previous states associated to j, hence a state does not depend only on its immediate predecessor and the dynamic recursion does not work anymore. The summary of the columns removed from the master and the algorithms used to solve the slave in B&P-2 is given in Table 1 . In practice we can use any algorithm as long as we branch to y j = 1, y j = 0 and x ji = 1, but we cannot use the DP at all nodes derived from a branching to x ji = 0.
Embedding L 2 into branching scheme 2
It is computationally useful to have a quick lower bound to possibly fathom a node also when some variables have been fixed by branching. We do this by solving the FBPPFO (see Section 2) at a given node of the B&P-2 tree by a modified version of L 2 .
In B&P-2 we first fix to integrality the values of fractional y j variables, while we fix the values of fractional x ji variables only when all y j have integer value. Let us consider the first levels of the decision tree, i.e., the ones in which we only deal with branchings involving the y j variables. Given a decision node let Y 1 denote the set of objects selected as a witness (i.e., y j = 1, ∀j ∈ Y 1), let Y 0 denote the set of objects fixed not to be a witness (i.e., y j = 0, ∀j ∈ Y 0), and let YF denote the ''free'' objects (i.e., YF = N \ (Y 1 ∪ Y 0) ). Our aim is to design an algorithm to solve the FBPPFO with y j variables fixed to 1 or 0 accordingly to sets Y 1 and Y 0. We will call this problem the FBPPFO with imposed and forbidden witness sets Y 1 and Y 0. The following lemma is the key element we use to construct our algorithm.
Lemma 1. Given a FBPPFO instance and a binary vector y of n elements, consider the system of inequalities
The FBPFFO has a feasible solution with witness set Y 1 = {j ∈ N : y j = 1} if and only if (24) holds.
Proof. The vector y is the first set of variable in the ILP model (4)- (9), i.e., y j = 1 if object j is chosen as a witness, and y j = 0 otherwise.
It is not difficult to see that the condition is necessary. Indeed, due to ordering (2), the pieces of each object k can be packed only in bins having as witness one of the first k objects. If the y vector does not satisfy (24), then there is not enough capacity in these bins to pack the objects 1, 2, . . . , k.
To prove that the condition is sufficient, it is enough to show how one can build a feasible solution from a y vector satisfying (24). We start by observing that the first inequality implies y 1 = 1, so we pack object 1 in the first bin. 
We show that the main difference between the two problems is due to the presence of set Y 0, which imposes that some objects cannot be used as witness.
The optimal solution to problem (F 0) is obtained by opening a new bin associated with witness k when the current object k cannot be entirely packed in the previously opened bins. We know that we can pack k either opening some bins associated with a previous object (i.e., selecting as witness one or more objects i < k) or opening a new bin with witness k. In problem (F 0) the latter choice leads to the optimal solution since f k ≥ w k and f k ≥ f i for all i < k. Now consider a restriction of (F 1) where set Y 0 is empty. It is not difficult to see that we can find the optimal solution of this problem by using a slight modification of Algorithm 1, that just increases the residual capacity f res by f j − w j when it encounters an object j ∈ Y 1 (which corresponds to open a new bin of capacity f j and to pack in it object j).
We are now ready to consider the complete problem (F 1). In this case, when an object k ∈ Y 0 cannot be entirely packed in the previously opened bins, it cannot be packed in a new bin having itself as witness. So we need to open one or more bins using as witness objects with index smaller than k. The optimal choice for these new witnesses is given by the set of objects of maximum fragility taken from the objects of YF that have not yet been used as witnesses. We have thus proved the following: Algorithm 2: Computation of the optimal solution value of the FBPPFO with imposed and forbidden witness sets.
Non-binary branching schemes
In this section we present some algorithms making use of a non-binary branching scheme in which at each level an object is packed in a bin. The main difference with respect to the algorithm presented in Section 4 is that the new scheme is not based on the fractional components of the current (relaxed) solution, but uses a pre-specified objects ordering. The scheme is outlined in detail in Section 5.1, together with a combinatorial branch-and-bound. Then it is used in Section 5.2 to obtain a new branch-and-price algorithm.
A combinatorial branch-and-bound algorithm
The Branch-and-Bound (B&B) algorithm we implemented attempts to pack one object at a time according to the initial object ordering (see (2)). At level j of the enumeration tree, the B&B creates a node for any bin that has already been opened and packs object j in such a bin, provided that this does not violate the fragility restriction. The B&B also creates an additional node by opening a new bin of fragility f j (called, for short, bin j in the following) and packing object j in it. In practice, at level 1 object 1 is packed in bin 1, at level 2 object 2 is packed in bin 1 or in bin 2, and so on.
At each node we need to solve a BPPFO where the first k objects have already been packed. Let us define the following problems with sequential packing decisions: the BPPFO-s (resp. FBPPFO-s) is the version of the BPPFO (resp. FBPPFO) in which a set N 1 = {1, 2, . . . , k} of objects has already been packed by using z 1 bins, and a set N 2 = {k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n} still has to be packed. We use f res (i) to denote the residual capacity in bin i (i = 1, 2, . . . , z 1 ). Whenever a new object is added to N 1 and packed, say in bin i, we use two simple rules to tighten the values of f res (i). Namely:
• if among the objects of N 2 there is no object with weight smaller or equal to f res (i), then we close the bin by setting f res (i) = 0; • if only one object j ∈ N 2 fits the residual capacity of bin i, then we pack j in i and close the bin by setting f res (i) = 0.
At any node of the enumeration tree, we use as lower bound the value of the optimal solution of the FBPPFO-s, that we obtain with L 01 2 (see Algorithm 2). This is done as follows. Recall L 01 2 receives in input three distinct objects sets: Y 1 denotes the set of objects selected as a witness, Y 0 denotes the set of objects fixed not to be a witness, and YF denotes the set of objects for which no branching decision has been taken. We first set Y 0 = ∅, because no branching to 0 occurs in this branching scheme. For each opened bin i = 1, 2, . . . , z 1 , if f res (i) = 0 we remove from the instance bin i and all the objects it contains. If instead f res (i) > 0 we merge all the objects packed in bin i into a unique composite object, say k, having weight equal to the sum of the weights of the objects in the bin and fragility equal to that of the witness object in the bin. We then insert object k into set Y 1. The value of L 01 2 for the instance just defined is then increased by the number of bins that were removed (because having f res (i) = 0). In this way we obtain a valid lower bound that is possibly used to fathom the node. Since L 01 2 runs in polynomial time, the resulting B&B algorithm is capable of exploring a large number of nodes in very short computational time, and, as will be described in Section 6, is a good algorithm for small-size BPPFO instances.
Branch-and-price with branching scheme 3
The third branching scheme we implemented (B&P-3) merges the speed of the B&B (see Section 5.1) with the robustness of column generation. In practice we basically extend the B&B by adding a call to the column generation at any node not fathomed by the lower bound L 01 2 .
In terms of variables of model (4)- (9), packing object j in a previously opened bin i corresponds to setting x ji = 1. Packing j in a new bin of fragility f j corresponds to setting y j = 1. Hence the results we obtained for B&P-2 are immediately extendible to B&P-3: it is enough to look at rows marked ''y i = 1'' and ''x ji = 1'' in Table 1 .
As happens for the enumeration trees of B&P-1 and B&P-2, also for the tree of B&P-3 any node inherits from the parent node the columns of the restricted master and the additional branching constraints. The negative aspect of B&P-3 is that branching must follow the initial object ordering, hence does not exploit the structure of the fractional solution found at a node. The positive aspect is that we can solve the slave problem with any algorithm of Section 3, in any node of the enumeration tree.
Computational results
We coded the algorithms in C++ and tested them on the benchmark set proposed by Clautiaux et al. [2] . This set is publicly available at http://www.or.unimore.it/resources.htm, and consists of 675 instances with 50, 100 and 200 objects, divided into five classes according to the way in which weights and fragilities were created. This benchmark set is particularly challenging, because it derives from a long series of computational tests. A large number of instances were created according to different criteria and computationally tested, and then only the five most difficult classes of instances were kept and made publicly available. For the tests we used an Intel Xeon 2.40 GHz with 6 GB of memory. All LP and ILP models were solved running Cplex 12.2 in sequential mode. In Section 6.1 we present the study we made to find the best B&P configuration. In Section 6.2 the obtained B&P configuration is compared with other exact algorithms for the BPPFO.
Setting and evaluation of the branch-and-price algorithms
We need to evaluate the impact of the branching scheme, of the algorithm used to solve the slave, and of the use of the additional lower bound L 01 2 . To this aim we run different configurations of our algorithms with a limited time limit of 900 CPU seconds per instance.
In Table 2 we present the results obtained by running the three branching schemes of Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 5.2, with the three different algorithms to solve the slave. The table presents aggregate information on the complete set of 675 instances: line ''gap'' gives the average percentage gap between the upper and lower bound provided by the algorithm, line ''opt'' gives the total number of proven optimal solutions, and line ''sec'' gives the average CPU seconds (obtained by summing the CPU seconds spent for all instances, including those halted at the time limit, and dividing by 675). The best values of opt, for each branching scheme, are highlighted in bold.
All algorithms were initialized by computing lower bound L 2 , see Algorithm 1, and an upper bound given by a 150 s run of the VNS heuristic of Clautiaux et al. [2] , see Section 2. This initialization phase, whose results are given in the second column of the table, solves 312 instances to optimality in an average time of about 82 s, achieving an average gap of 2.27%. The initial lower and upper bounds from [2] are thus quite effective, because they manage to solve almost half of the test instances to proven optimality. (Note that in classical BPP the number of instances that are not solved by upper and lower bounds, for the known benchmarks, is smaller than 10%, thus we can repute our instances a challenging test bed.) The other three groups of columns in the table give the results for the three B&P algorithms, using the three possible configurations for the slave, namely: ILP (see Section 3.1), KP01-based (see Section 3.2) and DP (see Section 3.3). When a slave algorithm is not available for a certain branch decision, we use the previous algorithm. In details:
• B&P-1 was run three times, using, respectively, ILP, KP01-based and DP; in the nodes in which KP01-based or DP were not applicable, the ILP was used instead;
• B&P-2 was run using the three configurations described in the last three columns of Table 1 ; in the nodes in which DP was not applicable, the KP01-based-x0 was used instead;
• B&P-3 was run using the three configurations described in the rows marked ''y i = 1'' and ''x ji = 1'' in the last three columns of Table 1 .
In all cases the restricted masters were initialized with n columns, each containing a single object j, plus the columns belonging to the best heuristic solution found by the VNS.
The results show a similar behavior for the three branching schemes. The KP01-based algorithm improves considerably the results obtained by solving the ILP model with Cplex, leading to larger number of optimal solutions, smaller gap and CPU time. The DP, in turn, improves the results obtained with the KP01-based algorithm. In this case the improvement is smaller, but consistent on all branching schemes. On the basis of these results, in the remaining tests all algorithms were run using the DP.
In Table 2 note also that the average CPU effort is much smaller than the given time limit, and this shows that if a proven optimal solution is found, then it is usually found in quick time. This is due to the good performance of the initial heuristics and of the continuous relaxation of model (10)- (12) . Indeed, considering the 495 optimal solutions found by B&P-3 with the DP, the proven optimal value is equal to the initial heuristic upper bound in 428 cases, and is equal to the rounded-up value of the continuous relaxation in 437 cases.
All tests for B&P-2 and B&P-3 summarized in Table 2 were run using L 01 2 to possibly fathom a node before invoking the more expensive column generation lower bound, see Sections 4.3 and 5.2. In Table 3 we compare these results with those obtained without L 01 2 . Also in this case the table gives aggregate information over the complete set of 675 instances. It can be noted that for both branching schemes the use of L 01 2 leads to small but consistent improvements: it decreases the average gap and computational effort, and increases the number of instances solved to proven optimality. In the remaining tests all algorithms were run using L 01 2 . Table 4 gives more detailed results that we obtained with the three best performing configurations for the three branching schemes. The first column gives the number of objects (''n'') and the index of the class (''cl''). For each value of n and cl, each line gives aggregate information over 45 instances. Lines ''avg/tot'' give average/total values for the 225 instances having the same value of n, and line ''overall'' gives average/total values for the complete set of 675 instances.
The root node is the same for the three tested algorithms: computation of a lower bound with L 2 , computation of an upper bound with the VNS heuristic, improvement of the lower bound by solving the continuous relaxation of model (10)- (12) through the column generation approach described in Section 4 (using the DP to solve the slave problem). The results of the root node are reported in the first group of columns. Apart from ''gap'', ''opt'' and ''sec'', that have the same meaning of the previous tables, we also report in ''col.s'' the average number of columns contained in the set of patterns obtained at the end of the column generation. The root node can solve to proven optimality 371 instances in an average time of about 86 s, leading to an average gap of 1.69%. The average number of columns is usually very small for instances with just 50 objects, but rises consistently for those with 200 objects.
For the three branching schemes we report, respectively, ''gap'', ''opt'' and ''sec'', followed by the average number of nodes explored by the enumeration tree (''nodes'') and the average number of calls to the DP per node (''calls''). The average values of nodes and calls are evaluated only with respect to the instances that are tackled by the branching schemes, i.e., they do not consider the 371 instances closed to optimality by the root node. B&P-1 is not effective in solving the small-size instances (n = 50) where it is dominated by both B&P-2 and B&P-3. Also for the medium-size instances its behavior is not satisfactory compared to that of B&P-2 and B&P-3. On the other side, for n = 200 B&P-1 has the best computational performance on all the five classes, reaching 109 optima against the 83 by B&P-2 and the 77 by B&P-3. B&P-1 usually explores a small number of nodes (225 on average), and performs a small number of calls to the DP (80 on average).
B&P-3 has a behavior that is somehow the opposite to that of B&P-1. It has a very good performance on the small-size instances, all solved to optimality with an additional effort with respect to the root node of just a few seconds. It still has a very good performance on the medium-size instances (193 optima against the 163 of B&P-1 and 167 of B&P-2), but has a weak performance for the large-size instances. This behavior may be explained by the fact that using the fractional solution to obtain good branching directions has an important impact only for the large-size instances. B&P-3 explores a very large number of nodes (more than 18 000 on average) and requires a small number of calls to the DP per node (just 62 on average).
B&P-2 is somehow in the middle between B&P-1 and B&P-3: it is better than B&P-1 on the small-size instances and better than B&P-3 on the large-size ones. However it is never the ''winning'' configuration, and this result may be explained by the very high number of calls to the DP per node that it requires (572 on average). Summarizing, the best B&P configuration that we obtained for the publicly available benchmark set of instances is as follows:
• use DP to solve the slave, and • if n ≤ 100 then use B&P-3 with L 01 2 , otherwise use B&P-1. This proved to be the best configuration also for computational tests that we performed with larger CPU times.
We conclude this section with a consideration on the effect of the values of the fragilities on the slave solution algorithms.
Since the DP algorithm runs in O(nf max ), we expect its performance to worsen when the value of f max gets larger. In the benchmark set of instances, the largest fragility is equal to 450, 750, 750, 450 and 600, for classes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. To estimate how an increase in f max actually affects the DP, we ran an additional series of tests on the 225 small-size instances having n = 50, by running B&P-3 with L 01 2 and using the three possible configurations for the pricing, and varying weights and fragilities of the items. In particular, in any instance we set w j = µw j and f j = µf j , for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and performed three tests by setting µ equal to 1, 10 and 100, respectively. In this way the optimal solutions do not change, but the DP algorithm is forced to perform a larger effort.
The results are depicted in Table 5 , where, for each value taken by µ and each B&P-3 configuration, we report the total number of optima, the average gap, the average CPU seconds, and an additional information, sec pr , that gives the average time spent in an instance inside the pricing algorithm. When µ = 1, no change affects the benchmark instances and the DP is the best algorithm. When µ = 10, DP and KP01-based have roughly the same behavior. For µ = 100, the computational effort of the DP increases to almost 4 s on average, and so the KP01-based becomes the most performing algorithm. In any case, both the DP and the KP01-based algorithm outperform the ILP, because the ILP is the only algorithm not capable of solving all instances in the given time limit.
Comparison among exact algorithms
The best B&P configuration obtained in the previous section is compared in Table 6 with other exact algorithms for the BPPFO, namely: the lower and upper bounding techniques by Clautiaux et al. [2] , the mathematical model (4)-(9) of Section 2, and the B&B of Section 5.1. All the algorithms are initialized with L 2 followed by 150 s of the VNS heuristic, as discussed in the previous section. As already noted, this initialization solves to proven optimality the 312 ''easier'' instances (see the second column of Table 2 ), and let the exact algorithms work on the remaining difficult instances. Following the Table 6 Comparison among exact algorithms (model (4)- (9), B&B and Best B&P are initialized with L 2 + VNS and run for 1 h time limit). n cl Clautiaux et al. [2] Model (4) setting used in [2] we run the mathematical model, the B&B and the best B&P with a time limit of 1 CPU hour on each instance. This ensures a fair comparison with the lower and upper bounds in [2] , that require at most 3200 s on the same PC that we use in this work. The algorithms in [2] are fast but obtain just 371 optima and an average gap of 1.67%. Solving model (4)- (9) with Cplex improves the overall number of optima to 417. Note that in this case the use of L 2 and VNS in initialization is very beneficial for the model, because otherwise Cplex would produce just 330 proven optima. Note also that for the large instances (n = 200) Cplex is dominated by the lower and upper bounds by [2] for what concerns both gap, time and number of optima.
The B&B we propose produces much better results than the two previous approaches. It solves to optimality all instances but one among the ones with 50 objects, with a computational effort that is less than one minute one average. It also solves 173 instances with 100 objects and 59 with 200 objects, but in these cases it needs quite a large average time. In total it solves 456 instances, but still the resulting average gap that it produces is above 1%.
The B&P is the algorithm that has the best computational performance on average. With the single exception of the group having n = 100 and cl = 2 (where it is outperformed by the B&B), it always obtains the highest number of proven optima. Notably, it solves to optimality all instance with n = 50 in about half a minute and obtains an average percentage gap of just 0.52%. For what concerns the behavior of the algorithms on each class, we notice that class 2 is the easiest one for the first three approaches, whereas class 3 is the easiest one for the B&P. The B&P shows the most stable behavior because it is the only algorithm that consistently solves more than 100 instances for each class.
Conclusions
The Bin Packing Problem with Fragile Objects is a difficult combinatorial problem that models, among others, the allocation of cellular calls to frequency channels in telecommunications. In this paper we proposed a branch-and-bound and several branch-and-price algorithms for the exact solution of the problem, and improved their behavior by the use of tailored optimization techniques. During the process we also developed efficient algorithms for the knapsack problem with fragile objects. The computational evaluation that we made on the benchmark set of instances indicates that our algorithms perform very well. Still, several instances with 100 and 200 objects are unsolved to proven optimality, hence future research on this problem is important.
